
HOW TO WRITE A PROSE INTRODUCTION

One of the most daunting parts of the Prose and Poetry is writing your own introductions. It's tricky, time consuming and
if you don't do it right.

From the point of view of ear, Virginia Woolf never wrote a bad sentence. Take what you feel works best, and
incorporate that into your performance. Why does the author use this particular word; why this language look
at the diction of the work. Once you have these answered, start crafting a conversation the performer would
have with the audience. The Main Body of the Commentary A commentary should be concerned with the
passage or poem as a whole, but it should also show the development through the passage or poem. You sure
my hat looks all right? And so on. For example, is it narrative or descriptive? It also boosts your appearance of
confidence by being able to look at the crowed. Whether voiced or not, together these parts compose a
substantial argument, which is critical for the audience. Is there symbolism? When the audience is finished
listening to the program what should they conclude or learn from the message? Panels came in. What is the
eventual outcome and how did we get there? Novels can be tricky, but select the most complete story portion.
If you ever get stuck creating an intro, try this: think about the way you would introduce this piece to a group
of friends in a casual conversation. It sounded dumb, right? Body This might not be a walking event, but your
body needs to be active. Reading a sentence might add to the drama. Introductions give you the opportunity to
be yourself, show off your confidence, and thus leaves you open. For example, Of Mice and Men by John
Steinbeck is an indictment of the exploitation of the masses and a call to unionism, as well as a story of
doomed friendship.


